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Abstract—When we consider communication, the “interactive nature of dialog supports interactive alignment of linguistic representations” [1]. However, verbal communication cannot be reduced to speech. Non-verbal behaviours (NVBs) of interactants are also taking part in interactive alignment. Based on NVBs alignment, this paper proposes a model of mutual building of stance between virtual agents. In this model, we focus on the the social signal of smile. Indeed, smiles are particular nonverbal markers of agents’ stances: their characteristics in terms of facial and dynamical patterns leads to discriminate stances as for instance politeness or amusement. We propose a model combining alignment of types of smile and alignement of timing of smiles (synchronisation). This model enables a dyad of agents to mutually build a common stance, to align on a shared social stance.



I. I NTRODUCTION When we consider verbal communication, the role of the listener is equally important as the speaker’s one: this “interactive nature of dialog supports interactive alignment of linguistic representations” [1]. The communication of meaning relies more on a dynamical exchange than on a one way transmission. Garrod and Pickering [1] propose that interactive conversation, by comparison to monologue, facilitates language processing. They support this claim modelling linguistic alignment between agents. The same focus on verbal exchange of meaning appears in works on stance alignment. By stance we mean the “affective style that spontaneously develops or is strategically employed in the interaction with a person or a group of persons, coloring the interpersonal exchange in that situation (e.g. being polite, distant, cold, warm, supportive, contemptuous)” [2]. As mentioned in [3], focus on verbal exchange appeared in first definitions of stance “[...] the analysis of written texts, focusing on the writers perspective [4]” and recently evolved in interactional linguistics as a “fundamentally interactive phenomenon” [5]. In the present paper, we focus on non-verbal behaviours (NVBs) alignment, assuming that it constitutes an essential component of mutual building of stance. Indeed, conversation cannot be reduced to speech. When an interaction takes place between two partners, it comes with many NVBs, such as gaze, facial expressions, backchannels, gestures or prosody. The non-verbal behaviours participate in maintaining contact between interactants and facilitate verbal exchange. They are an integral part of the communication pro-



cess [6]. NVBs actively participate in communicating social attitude, judgment, feeling concerning the interaction: NVBs are key elements of agents’ stances manifestation. The NVBs of interactants are also involved in interactive alignment. The NVBs are often characterised by their nature: smile, gaze at the other, speech pauses, head nod, head shake, raise eyebrows, postures and so on [7], [8]. Alignment of interactants’ non-verbal behaviours refers to the mimicry of postures, the mimicry of facial expressions or the performance of behaviours in response to the other’s non-verbal behaviours (e.g., backchannels performed by the listener, such as headnods occurring during speech-pauses or pitch accent of the speaker [9], [10]). When we consider a specific NVB of an agent (ex: a polite smile or an amused smile), this NVB intrinsically communicates a particular stance of the agent (see Section II-A). The alignment of two agents’ NVBs make their stances align. Finally alignment of NVBs enable agents to mutually build a shared stance. In addition to this alignment of NVBs depending on their nature, NVBs also align temporally. Since Condon and his colleagues’ findings on the temporal correlations between the behaviours of two persons engaged in a discussion [11], in developmental psychology, several protocols have stressed the crucial role of synchronisation during mother-infant interactions [12], [13], [14]; behavioural and cerebral imaging studies show that oblivious synchrony and mimics of facial expressions [15], [16] are involved in emotion contagion [17] and reflect the rapports (relationship and intersubjectivity) within groups or dyads [18], [19]. Similar results have been obtained for human-machine interactions: synchrony of NVBs improves the comfort of the human and her/his feeling of sharing with the machine [20]; human spontaneously synchronises during interaction with a machine when her/his expectations are satisfied by the machine [21]. In this article, we propose to study in particular the signal of smile. The smile has interesting characteristics, both in terms of expressions and in term of perception. A smile may convey totally different stances, such as amusement or politeness, depending on subtle characteristics of the face. We consider here the context of cooperative interaction (in which for instance an amused smile will be perceived much more as friendly than as mocking). This particularly simple



context enables us to focus on the dynamical mechanisms of stance alignment. We put aside the higher level influences such as relationship (friend or stranger, social hierarchy), social context (formal or informal), or personality of the interactants. We focus on how at the visuo-motor level, NVBs can influence and reinforce each other, and lead to stance alignment. We consider the alignment of both the nature (types of smile) and the timing (synchronisation) of the smiles. We propose to explore the dyadic aspect of stances through the social signal of smiles. Indeed, alignment of types of smile and alignment of their timing enable agents to mutually build a common stance. The resulting stance is a combination of the two agents’ initial stances and behaviours. To simulate this mutual building of stance through smiles, we consider different agent’s smiles (polite and amused) created through a user-perceptive approach that enables us to associated stances (politeness or amusement) to morphological and dynamic characteristics of the face (Sect.II-A). Smiles are then seen as specific markers of stance. The smiles are integrated in two models: one for synchronisation (Sect.II-B), and another for alignment of nature of behaviour (Sect.III-A). Finally, in Sect.IV, we conclude on the questions and experiences raised and suggested by such a mutual building of stance model. II. S MILES AND S YNCHRONY: M ARKERS



OF



have created a web application that enables a user to easily create different types of smile on a virtual character’s face. Through radio buttons on an interface, the user could generate any smile by choosing a combination of seven parameters (amplitude of smile, duration of the smile, mouth opening, symmetry of the lip corner, lip press, and the velocity of the onset and offset of the smile). We have considered two or three discrete values for each of these parameters (for instance, small or large for the amplitude of the smile). These parameters were selected as being pertinent in smile behaviours [24]. When the user changes the value of one of the parameters, the corresponding video of a virtual character smiling is automatically played (Figure 1). Considering all the possible combinations of the discrete values of the parameters, we have created 192 different videos of smiling virtual character. The user was instructed to create one animation for each type of smile. Three hundred and forty eight participants (with 195 females) with a mean age of 30 years have created smiles. We have then collected 348 descriptions for each smile (amused and polite). The experiment is presented in details in [27].



S TANCE



A. Smiles A smile is one of the simplest and most easily recognized facial expressions [22]. The two muscles zygomatic major, on either side of the face, have to be activated to create a smile, and are sufficient for an observer to recognise a facial expression as being a smile. However, others muscles may be implied in an expression of smile. Moreover, a smile may convey different stances - such as amusement and politeness - depending on subtle differences in the characteristics of the smile itself and of other elements of the face that are displayed with the smile. These different types of smiles are often distinguishable during a social interaction. Recently researchers [23], [24] have shown that people are also able to distinguish different types of smiles when they are expressed by a virtual character. In this paper, we focus on the two following smiles: amused and polite. These smiles have the advantage to convey each a specific stance (politeness and amusement). Moreover, they have particular morphological and dynamic characteristics [25], [22], [26] that enable one to distinguish them, even without any context. Morphological characteristics are, for instance, the mouth opening or cheek raising. Dynamic characteristics correspond to the temporal unfolding of the smile such as the velocity. Despite some specific muscle contractions associated to smile types, no consensus exists in the literature on the facial characteristics of amused and polite smiles. In order to identify the morphological and dynamic characteristics of the amused and the polite smile of a virtual character, we have proposed a user-perceptive approach: we



Fig. 1.



Screenshot of the web application to create smiles



Globally, the amused smiles created by the participants are mainly characterized by large amplitude, an open mouth, and relaxed lips. Most of them also contain the activation of the cheek raising, and a long global duration. The polite smiles are mainly characterized by small amplitude, a closed mouth, symmetry, relaxed lips, and an absence of cheek raising (for more details on the corpus of smiles, see [24]). The identified characteristics of polite and amused smiles are used in the following to model the dynamical alignment between agents (Section III). B. Synchrony Emergence In [28], we proposed a model accounting for the emergence of synchrony between dialog partners depending directly on



the quality of their communication, i.e. depending on the ability of the dyad they form to exchange and share information. This model is based on two properties of humans’ interactions and a third emerging property of dynamical systems: •



• •



P1: to emit or receive a discourse modifies the internal state of the agent [29], [30], [31]; P2: NVBs reflect internal states [32]; Emerging Property EP3: synchrony can be modelled as a phenomenon emerging from the dynamical coupling of agents [33], [34].



Figure 2 [28] shows the occurrence of synchronisation between the internal states of two agents: despite the initial phase shift, the two agents naturally synchronise. This synchronisation directly depends on the two agents mutual understanding.



Fig. 2. Example of internal states activations of two interacting agents [28]. Despite the initial phase shift the two agents synchronise: they are both engaged and they understand each other.



Three results concerning this model must be highlighted [28]: •



•



•



synchrony between agents is a cue of good interaction and shared understanding. The reciprocal property is true too, i.e. asynchrony is a signal of misunderstanding; the more sensitive to NVBs are the agents, the more engagement in the interaction they show: the more resistant to desynchronisation is the dyad and the easier is the synchronisation; synchronisation and desynchronisation are very fast phenomenon: the two agents of the dyad have an immediate answer of whether or not they understand each other; and of whether or not their partner is involved in the interaction.



Synchronisation capacity of a dyad is directly related to engagement of interactants. As a results, synchronisation participates in the attitude, engagement and reciprocal interest components of stance: for instance, synchronisation may reveal a mutual satisfaction of expectations or a shared attitude (ex: synchronisation of amused smiles may reveal a shared amusement). In the next section, we use this model to enable timing alignment of agents smiles: depending on the mutual stance within the dyad, the two agents will smile synchronous or asynchronously. If agents do not understand each other, are not truly involved in the interaction or are not willing to cooperate with their partner, they will smile asynchronously on purpose [35], [36]. Conversely, if agents stance is more positive, i.e. agents understand each other (even if they disagree), are truly involved and cooperate, they will smile synchronously and this mutual stance will be clearly displayed.



III. I NTERACTIVE B UILDING OF S TANCE S MILES



THROUGH



In [37] we proposed a model which enables virtual agents to modify their NVBs “on the fly” (that is dynamically and in real-time), depending on the reaction of each other. We reuse this model here for alignment of smile types. Combining synchronisation of agents and alignment of smiles, we implement a dyad of virtual agents capable of stance alignment. A. Live generation of behaviours and Snowball effect In [37], we proposed an agent architecture which generates NVBs (head movements and multimodal sequential expressions) on the fly, influenced by both the internal state of the agent and the continuously incoming reactions of its partner. The resulting behaviour of a dyad of agents having such an architecture is a reciprocal influence of agents’ NVBs, a snowball effect on shared behaviours (when coupling occurs) and a decay/alignment of not-shared behaviours (when coupling is disrupted). This model relies on two properties of every natural communication described below (see Fig.3): P4 - Interaction feedbacks modify the course of actions on the fly. The agent which performs the action can have feedbacks concerning this action while it is performing the action: the action is commonly built by agent’s intentions and partner’s feedbacks. P4 is a consequence of the fact that actions (ex: smiles) have a certain duration (represented on figure 3 by the re-entering links of weights α and β on the Motor Space). P5 - Perception-Action mapping. There is a natural/structural tendency to imitate the other and to better perceive the other when imitating back. This mapping has two components: first a default mirror mapping (also referred as motor resonance); second a mapping between different actions (i.e. imitation of one behaviour by another one) [38]). This mapping is represented in figure 3 by the links between the Perceptive and Motor spaces. Agent2’s perceptions are Agent1’s actions
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